Here the amplitudes (emittances) al, a2, and the phases 1,9 02, are constants of the motion, while Ql and Q2 are the eigenfrequencies of A and B. This motion is easy to visualise for the special cases shown in Figure 1 . where some rotation matrices have been commuted.
Global decoupling
The matrix Ho is readily simplified to 32) Figure 3 shows the eigenfrequencies in the SPS as a function of the design vertical tune, with and without a cutrrent of 13.0 Amps in one skew quad.
This quad has a fortunate phase location, since it alone removes almost all of the natural SPS coupling.
Decoupling at finite AQ The natural SPS coupling due to sextupoles, with <z2 > -_ 3 mm, Q = 27, R = 1100 m, and <f2>= 0, is then estimated to be about 6Q = 4.6x103, surprisingly close to the observed value of 5.6x103
Comparing 9) and 36), the expected size of the matrix elements of F, and H1, can be written in terms of the expected minimum tune split. Putting this into 39), local decoupling is not necessary after global decoupling if angles of magnitude 42) 91 T6Q are acceptable.
